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Abstract: When the metal wire is irradiated with a beam of laser, a light ring will appear on the screen. The formation
mechanism of the light ring is discussed in this article. It is also discussed how various parameters, including the shape of the
laser beam, the laser diameter, the wire diameter, the wire roughness, and the incidence angle, influence the ring through
computational simulation and experiments simultaneously. Our calculation is in good agreement with experimental results.
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1. Introduction
Being given a section of metal wire and a beam of laser, a
light ring can be created on the screen. Questions about how
this phenomenon generates and by what means the parameters
of the wire and the laser beam affect the ring’s shape, attracted
many people’s attention when first proposed on the 21st IYPT
[1]. There are several papers discussing experimental results
and qualitative interpretations of the laser ring phenomenon.
But none of them could give a quantitative interpretation [2-4].
Some other papers discuss a lot about diffraction [5-8], which
totally deviates the principle of the laser ring phenomenon.
This paper introduces our physics model and quantitative
analysis in detail. With computational simulation, we
reproduced a set of light rings and got a perfect relationship
between the laser ring phenomenon and various parameters,
which are in good agreement with our experiments.

intersection ellipse changes its direction when the reflection
plane changes. So the incident angle of the laser isn’t a
constant. FIG1 (b) shows that the incident angle is minimum
at the middle point of the elliptical intersection, and the
incident direction of the laser beam doesn’t change at the
edge of the intersection. As for other points of the
intersection, the incident angle lies between the minimum
angle and 900.

(a)

2. Theoretical Analysis
2.1. Analysis of a Thin Plane Laser’s Incidence
Generally, the reflecting surface of the laser and metal wire
is the intersection surface of two cylinders. To simplify the
model, we firstly focused on the reflection surface which is
created by a thin plane laser irradiated on the metal wire. As
in FIG1 (a), the intersection of the laser plane and metal wire
is an ellipse. The reflection light on each point in the

(b)
Figure 1. Reflecting lights path of a laser.
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All the reflected lights are casted on the screen, as shown in
FIG2 (a). The reflection angle of the laser in the middle point
of the intersection is the minimum angle marked as
, and
the distance from the middle point to the screen is s.

Then the intersection point of the reflection light is obtained
in (3). And the reflection image equations can be easily
obtained as following.

 x = (r + s ⋅ tan(θ min )) ⋅ cos β

 y = (r + s⋅ cot(θ min )) ⋅ sin β
z = s


(4)

β is the central angle of the halo on imaging screen.
MATLAB 2013a is used to give the simulation result shown in
FIG 3.
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Figure 3. Simulation light ring created by reflection lights.

(b)
Figure 2. Reflected lights create a light ring.

As is shown in FIG 2(b), the projected curve of the elliptical
intersection on the screen is a set of reflection surfaces’ normal
lines, called as a normal plane. Rotary coordinates are
established on our normal plane. α is the angle between a
normal line and the horizontal axis. The radius of metal wire is
r, so the direction vector →and normal vector →of incident
laser are obtained.
~

i = (0, r, −

r
)
tan(θ min )

~

n = (rcos α , rsin α , 0)

(1)

(2)

Using the reflection matrix [9, 10], we can get the reflection
light’s direction vector → from vectors → and →.

 1-2n12 −2n2 n1 −2n3 n1  T

~
i' =  −2n1n2 1 − 2n22 −2n3 n2  i
 −2n1n3 −2n2 n3 1 − 2n32 


~

(3)

When a planar laser is irradiated on a horizontal metal wire,
the reflectance image on the screen which is perpendicular to
wire will be a circle. And the ring’s radius depends on the
distance from the incident point to the imaging screen.
All the discussion above is founded on the basis of a thin
plane laser beam. But normally the shape of a laser beam is
not a plane, so we try to find out what will happen when it
comes to be a cylinder-shaped laser.
2.2. Analysis of a Cylinder Laser’s Incidence
In the general case, the reflection plane is the intersection
plane of two different cylinders. We divided the
cylinder-shaped laser into various thin laser planes. The
minimum width of these planes is supposed to be zero, and the
diameter section of the laser cylinder has the maximum width.
The coordinate is established based on the middle point of
the intersection of the thin laser plane and the metal wire,
respectively, to obtain various reflection vectors. After
calculating intersection points of reflection light rays, the
reflectance image of a cylinder laser irradiated on a metal wire
is obtained.
It is worthy noted that when the laser beam cannot cover the
upper surface of metal wire, the reflectance image is no longer
a total circle as before but a part of it. Thus, the cylinder laser’s
reflectance image is a combination of many different circles
and incomplete circles, as is shown in FIG4. It shows as an
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uneven conical shell in three-dimensional space. The shell’s
maximum width and minimum width is calculated as
following:

 wmax = 2 R tan(θ min )

2
2
 w min = 2 R − r
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parameters of various light rings can be measured by the grid
paper. The experiment device is shown in FIG 5.

(5)

R is the radius of laser.
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Figure 4. Simulation reflectance image of a cylinder laser.

3. Experimental Results and Discussion
3.1. Relationship Between Light Ring’s Radius and Related
Parameters
Different kinds of metal wires were changed and different
radius of laser beams were used in our experiments. The

Figure 5. The experimental device and the phenomenon.

The radius of the light ring depends on the wire’s radius and
the laser’s incident angle, as is shown in Eq (4). So we
changed the incident angle and the metal wire’s radius,
measured the distance between the middle point of the light
ring band and the circle center, plotted relationship curves of
various parameters to compare with theoretical curves. FIG6
(a) shows the relationship between the ring’s radius and the
laser’s incident angle. FIG6 (b) shows the relationship
between the ring’s radius and the metal wire’s radius.
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Figure 6. Light ring’s radius changes with the laser’s incident angle and the
metal wire’s radius.

The wire radius has little effect on the light ring, as is shown
in FIG 6(b). That’s because the light ring’s radius depends
both on the distance from the incident point to the screen and
the metal wire radius. Generally, the wire radius is in
milimeter’s level, but the distance is in decimeter’s level, so
the effect caused by different wire’s radiuses is negligible.

(b)

3.2. Analysis of Incomplete Circle’s Formation
Sometimes there are gaps in the light ring. We also made
simulation to give an explanation.
With simulation result in FIG 7(a), we can find a dark area
with no reflectance laser on the back of the metal wire. In
experiments, the laser beams without being reflected will
produce a dark area and light spots as shown in FIG 7(b).
When the laser radius is less than the metal wire radius,
different gaps will appear as is shown in FIG 7(c). It’s because
the laser cannot cover all the wire’s upper surface. Supposing
that the wire’s radius is 0.8mm, we changed the incident
laser’s radius and got the transformation process from an
incomplete circle to a complete one.

(c)
Figure 7. Simulation and experimental results of the ring gap.
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Figure 8. Simulation results of different incident laser radius.

It is shown in FIG 8 that when the laser’s radius is smaller
than the wire, the imaging ring is incomplete. On the contrary,
when the laser’s radius becomes bigger, the imaging ring will
be a whole ring band with non-uniform thickness, and the
non-uniformity will decrease as the radius of laser increasing.
(b)

3.3. Effects of Wire’s Roughness on the Ring
In our experiment, the reflection isn’t always a specular
reflection because the roughness of metal wires has influence
on the imaging formation, so we did some research on the
roughness by Monte Carlo simulation. The reflecting surface
is treated as a set of small mirror surfaces, and regarded the
randomness of these mirror surfaces as roughness, so that the
slight random number can be added to the normal vector of
these mirror surfaces to simulate roughness. In this way, a
normal vector of one point in the reflection lights intersection
is got as following:
~

n = ((r + rand1) cos(α + rand 2),(r + rand1)sin(α + rand 2), 0 + rand 3)

(6)

Rand1, rand2 and rand3 represent the slight random number
and form three directions respectively. So, a simulation
reflecting image considering roughness is obtained in FIG 9
by Eq(1) and Eq(3).

Figure 9. Simulation and experimental results with roughness being
considered.

In FIG 9 we can easily find the imaging ring changes with
the roughness of wire, and the width of the light ring increases
if roughness increases.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, a reflecting model is established to explain
why a light ring appears when irritating the metal wire with a
laser beam. It is also discussed how various parameters,
including the shape of the laser beam, the laser diameter, the
wire diameter, the wire roughness, and the incidence angle,
influence the ring through visual computational simulation
and experiments simultaneously. When the laser irradiates on
a rough metal wire, the ring will act as an uneven conical shell.
Our calculation is in good agreement with the experimental
results.
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